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Abstract: Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are in a class of functional organic com-
pounds with increasing importance in organic electronics. Their tunable photophysical prop-
erties and typically strong intermolecular associations make them ideal materials in applica-
tions where control of charge mobility is essential. Hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC) is
a disc-shaped PAH that self-associates into columnar stacks through strong π–π interactions.
By decorating the periphery of the HBC molecule with various substituents, a range of prop-
erties and functions can be obtained including solution processability, liquid crystallinity, and
semiconductivity. In this review article, the synthesis, properties, and functions of HBC
derivatives are presented with focus on work published in the last five years.
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INTRODUCTION

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are defined as fused ring materials consisting of sp2 carbon
centers and can be considered as segments of graphite. The dominant intermolecular force is often face-
to-face π–π interactions with some examples of face-to-edge (or herringbone) assembly. Although
PAHs can often be found naturally in combustion residues, analytically pure and discrete PAHs can only
be obtained through synthesis. PAHs, with a variety of molecular shapes and sizes, have now been syn-
thesized. This includes linear structures, such as pentacene, to two-dimensional shapes, such as
 perylene [1,2]. Many PAHs have been used as functional materials. For example, pentacene is one of
the most well-known PAHs and has been extensively used in organic field effect transistors (OFETs)
[3,4]. Strong intermolecular forces and a high degree of molecular order in pentacenes films result in
high charge carrier mobility, a key determinant in OFET device performance. There have also been a
number of studies of large PAH structures [1,5]. Large PAH structures are potential electrode materials
with properties closely related to infinitely large PAH sheets, or graphenes. 

Hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC) is a discotic PAH consisting of 42 carbon atoms
(Scheme 1, 1). HBC molecules are highly stable with strong intermolecular forces driving self-assem-
bly. Its disc shape means that HBCs most commonly form columnar structures through π–π stacking.
As a result of the strong intermolecular forces, the HBC molecule 1 is an insoluble material which can
be processed by vacuum deposition. Functionalized HBC derivatives can be solution processed and can
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exhibit a range of properties including liquid crystallinity. Synthetic versatility also allows for a large
variation in functional groups on the HBC molecule. This has led to potential applications as nano -
structured materials in biology, energy storage, and organic electronics. In this article, the synthesis of
HBC derivatives will be discussed with a focus on literature in the last five years. This will be followed
by a review of self-assembly properties of HBCs and the influence of functional groups. Finally, the
role of HBCs as a functional material will be discussed with emphasis on organic electronic applica-
tions.

SYNTHESIS OF HBC AND ITS DERIVATIVES

The development of HBC synthesis since the first publication by Clar and co-workers [6] has been cov-
ered in detail in previous reviews [5]. Synthesis of most HBC derivatives in the last decade has largely
been developed by Müllen and co-workers. As early as 1995, a milder synthetic approach to alkyl-sub-
stituted HBCs has been reported involving the treatment of functionalized hexaphenylbenzene (HPB) 2
with Cu(II) and Al(III) salts as oxidant and Lewis acid, respectively [7,8]. The enhanced solubility of
alkylated HBCs enabled their purification and characterization. The HPB core can be assembled using
the functional group tolerant dicobaltcarbonyl-catalyzed cyclotrimerization of 1,2-diphenylethyne 4
(Scheme 1, route 1) [9–11]. It was possible to obtain C3-symmetric HBC from asymmetric tolanes car-
rying esters and alkyl substitutents using this approach (Scheme 1, route 1) [12]. The cobalt-promoted
cyclotrimerization yielded thus two regioisomers of the HPB, which were easily separated prior to
cyclodehydrogenation. The HPB and HBC with alkyl and ester side chains tethered in an alternating
substitution pattern were isolated in 63 % and over 85 %, respectively. Similarly, the same method was
applied to a C3-symmetric trimethoxy HBC with alkyl chains, although methoxy migration and spiro-
cyclic dienone formation lead to poor yields of the desired HBC [13]. Regiocontrol of functional groups
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Scheme 1 Various synthetic routes toward the HBC core molecule. Functional groups around the HBC core are
omitted for clarity.



around the HBC core was achieved via [4+2] Diels–Alder cycloaddition route (Scheme 1, route 2)
[14,15]. The addition of the acetylene 4 to the cyclopentadienone 5 gave a carbonyl bridge intermedi-
ate which undergoes carbon monoxide elimination to give the corresponding HPB. The HPB core can
also be assembled via Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling of sterically hindered 1,4-diiodo-2,3,5,6-
tetraarylbenzenes 6 with functionalized boronic esters 7 yielding D2-symmetric HBCs after planariza-
tion (Scheme 1, route 3) [16]. An alternative route to C3-symmetric HBCs involves the Suzuki coupling
of 1,3,5-tribromobenzene 8 with biphenyl boronic acid 9 (Scheme 1, route 4) [17]. The obtained
1,3,5-tris(2'-biphenyl)benzene 3 can be submitted to mild cyclodehydrogenation conditions to give par-
ent HBC. This route has been used to access alkoxylated HBCs in nearly quantitative yield [18]. The
Suzuki coupling of 1,3,5-tris(bromophenyl)benzene 10 with aryl boronic acid derivatives 7 also led to
C3-symmetric HBC compounds (Scheme 1, route 5) [19].

From all synthetic approaches to HBCs that have been developed during the last century, the
oxidative aryl-aryl coupling under the influence of Lewis acids, or Scholl reaction, remains the crucial
step [20,21]. Early procedures using NaCl/AlCl3 limited the scope of the cyclodehydrogenation reac-
tion owing to its harsh conditions. The development of alternative methods under milder conditions
paved the way for functional group diversity in HBCs. Enormous progress in the preparation of func-
tionalized HBCs was made with the development of the Fe(III) chloride/nitromethane promoted
cyclodehydrogenation in excellent yields and under mild conditions [14,15]. The use of Fe(III) as Lewis
acid and oxidant significantly reduced side reactions such as alkyl chain migration, dealkylation, or
chlorination. In addition, strategically functionalized HPB halide precursors can easily be obtained,
enabling further chemical modification to yield a large variety of derivatives [5]. Alternative protocols
describe the use of AlCl3 in combination with Cu(II) salts (chloride or triflate) [22], dichlorodicyano-
p-benzoquinone (DDQ) in the presence of an acid [23], MoCl5, and PhI(O2CCF3)2/BF3-Et2O [24].

The scope of the Scholl-type reaction with HPB precursors ranges from the preparation of insol-
uble unsubstituted, hexakis-halides (I, F) HBCs [25,26] to soluble derivatives carrying alkyl (chiral,
 linear, branched), alkylphenyl, iodophenyl, or mono/multiple bromide [5], iodofluorenes [27], methyl -
ene iodide [28], and heteroaromatics [29] on the periphery. Tris(biphenyl)benzene substrates were
transformed to the corresponding trialkyl [30], hexakis-alkoxy [18], or triiodo [19] HBCs. Limitations
for this transformation are encountered when substituents are chemically incompatible with the reac-
tion conditions or when reaction intermediates become stabilized. Moreover, some particular target
compounds were only obtainable from specifically designed isomeric precursors. For example,
attempts to prepare alkoxy-functionalized HBCs from the corresponding HPB via oxidative cycliza-
tion with FeCl3 led to variable results with byproducts from alkoxy migrations [31], quinine [32], or
indeno fluorene [13,18] formation. However, a hexakis-alkoxy-HBC was accessible from a
1,3,5-tris(biphenyl)benzene derivative 3 [18] or when a phenyl linker is incorporated (Scheme 1,
route 4) [33–36]. Ketone and ester functional groups such as alkan-1-ones, alkoxycarbonyl and meth-
ylene carboxy alkanoate have been reported incompatible with FeCl3 cyclohehydrogenation condi-
tions [37]. Interestingly, a tert-butyl-substituted 1,4-bis-(2'-biphenyl)yl-2,5-diphenylbenzene precur-
sor required repeated FeCl3 treatment to arrive at the fully cyclodehydrogenated product [19], whereas
the presence of four, five, or six tert-butyl solubilizing chains in HPBs gives HBCs in good to excel-
lent yields with FeCl3 or DDQ [23,38,39].

In general, electron-withdrawing (as nitriles or carbonyls) or donor (as alkoxy or amines) sub-
stituents hinder the planarization reaction [28]. However, introduction of spacers or additional periph-
eral substituents, which counteract the undesired electronic effect, can improve the outcome of the reac-
tion. Thus, trifluoromethyl substitution on HPB precursors does not lead to the decyclohydrogenated
product, but fluorine atoms directly attached to the core [26] and fluorinated alkyl chains connected via
an aliphatic linker afford good yields [40,41]. Hexakis(4-bromophenyl)benzene failed to give the cor-
responding fully cyclodehydrogenated product under any oxidative condition [37,42].

In HBC synthesis via the oxidative cyclodehydrogenation (Scholl) reaction, the usual byproducts
resulted from chlorination and polymerization side reactions, but those can typically be minimized by
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passing a constant stream of inert gas through the solution to remove formed gaseous hydrochloric acid
or by adjusting the stoichiometry of the reagents. A stepwise cyclization mechanism has been suggested
for HBC formation as semifused HPB derivatives were sometimes isolated as byproducts [8,35]. Two
disputed mechanisms for the Scholl reaction have been proposed and investigated: the arenium-ion or
radical-cation pathways (Scheme 2) [24,31,43–46]. The former (Scheme 2, pathway A) proceeds by
protonation of the aromatic precursor, resulting in a σ complex or arenium cation 2(i). Electrophilic
attack on an arene under generation of a new C–C bond, deprotonation, and subsequent oxidation
affords the condensed product 2(ix). In contrast, the radical cation 2(v) (Scheme 2, pathway B) is gen-
erated by one-electron oxidation. Electrophilic C–C bond formation with a second arene gives inter-
mediate 2(vii). After one proton elimination and re-aromatization of one six-carbon ring, one-electron
oxidation and deprotonation follows on the second ring to afford the fused product 2(ix). This radical
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Scheme 2 Proposed arenium-cation (pathway A) and radical-cation (pathway B) mechanisms for the conversion of
HPB to HBC in the Scholl reaction.



mechanism is supported by Negri [46] under CuCl2/AlCl3 reaction conditions and by Rathore [42]
using DDQ as oxidant. On the other hand, experimental and computation studies under various Kovacic
conditions support the arenium-ion pathway [24,45].

With the synthetic tools to form the HBC core, the variety of substituents on the HBC molecule
is virtually limitless. Several reviews and papers have summarized the structural diversity of HBC deriv-
atives [5,47–49]. In terms of different regio-functionalizations, 6-, 12- and 18-fold functionalization of
HBCs is straightforward and a number of different solubilizing groups have been reported (Fig. 1a, 11
and 12). HBCs can also be decorated with reactive substituents such as aryl halides to install additional
functional groups via coupling reactions [37]. Extension of π-conjugation with acetylenes, phenyl- and
diphenylacetylenes carrying nonpolar or polar alkyl chains are encountered in the literature [5,47–49].
By attaching lipophilic, hydrophilic, and fluorous solubilizing groups to the HBC core, it is possible to
produce amphiphilic materials (Fig. 1b, 13). Particular success in the control of supramolecular assem-
bly has been achieved for the Gemini-shaped amphiphilic HBCs (Fig. 1c, 14) [34,50]. Further structural
complexity has been achieved by functionalization of the HBC periphery (directly or indirectly through
spacer groups) with chemically reactive, electrochemically responsive, and photoactive substituents
[5,47–49]. In the following section, the most recent and functional HBC derivatives will be highlighted.
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Fig. 1 Representative structures for functionalized HBC molecules. (a) Symmetrical 6-, 12-, and 18-fold-
substituted HBCs; (b) Core-shell-type and (c) Gemini-shaped amphiphilic HBCs.



Numerous novel HBC derivatives have been published in the past five years, opening a large
range of applications for these discs-like molecules. Organogels can be prepared from amido-15 and
ureido 16 functionalized HBCs (Fig. 2) [51]. Pendant and ladder-type polymers containing HBC units
have been reported with a polynorbornene backbone 17 [52]. Electron acceptor perylene monoimide
was covalently attached to the HBC synthon through an acetylene linker via Sonogashira–Hagihara
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Fig. 2 Recently published HBCs with functional groups for hydrogen bonding, chemical cross-linking, optical
absorption, and other applications.



cross-coupling from ethynyl-substituted HBC (Fig. 2, 18) [53]. Similarly, an azobenzene moiety was
anchored to the core to obtain an optical molecular switch 19 [54]. Terpyridine ligands have also been
attached to the HBC core, leading to transition-metal complexes with HBC ligands 20 [29]. Stable
columnar HBC structures have been achieved in high yield with acrylates 21 [55] or 2-bromo-2-methyl-
propionic ester 22 [56] for physical cross-linking of the aggregates.

Unlike the synthesis of hexakis(iodo) HBC [11,25], Kikuzawa et al. reported the preparation of
2,5,8,11,14,17-hexafluoro-hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene 23 via Diels–Alder route of 4,4'-difluoro -
diphenylacetylene and tetrakis(4-fluorophenyl)cyclopentadienone. Subsequent Scholl-type transforma-
tion of the corresponding HPB either with FeCl3 or AlCl3/Cu(OTf)2 afforded the product in moderate
yields (47 and 64 %, respectively) [26]. The hexafluoro-substituents induce attractive intermolecular
C−H���F−C interaction and reduce the energy of the frontier orbitals, resulting in n-type semiconduc-
tivity (vide infra) [57,58]. 

Star-shaped HBC 24 [59] and C3-symmertric “octupolar” HBC 25 [28] have been reported as
attractive target molecules for two-photon absorption owing to their donor–acceptor characteristics.
Six-fold symmetric compound 24 was prepared from the cyclized hexaiodo counterpart and subsequent
attachment of the fully conjugated peripherial acceptors via Pd-catalyzed Heck reaction. Alternating
donor and acceptor substituents in compound 25 were elegantly introduced starting with an asym metric
tolane carrying alkoxys and ester functionalities. From a triphosphonate HBC intermediate, nitro-,
nitrile-, and trifluoromethyl were installed by Wittig–Wadsworth–Emmons reaction [28].

Soon after the first synthesis of the Gemini-shaped amphiphilic HBC derivatives 14 [34], a num-
ber of analogues with additional functionality and structural complexity emerged in the literature
(Fig. 1c). HPBs (prepared via route 2 in Scheme 1 with symmetric or asymmetric alkynes) carrying
photo-, electro-active units or halides for subsequent functionalization, were dehydrogenated under
mild conditions in moderate to excellent yields. Some examples include coumarin [60], isothiouronium
ion [61] tethers, electron acceptors 4,5,7-trinitro-9-fluorenone (TNF) [62], C60-fullerenes [63], and
dithienylethene pendants [50]. Reactive groups, such as thiols [64], norbonenes [65], azides [66], and
pyridine [67], have also been appended to these amphiphilic HBCs. Various chemical transformations
were performed to obtain stable peripherically functionalized conductive nanotubes.

Recently, a series of easily functionalized solution-processable fluorenyl HBC (FHBC) has been
reported. HPBs carrying dioctylfluorenes were cyclized to give HBCs with the core structures
26–28 shown in Fig. 3 [68]. Reactive halide groups on the fluorene unit (Fig. 3, 29) allowed diverse
chemical transformations, such as lithium–halogen exchange, Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling, or
Buchwald–Hartwig coupling. In this way, electron-donating arylamine 30 [27], thiophene 31 [69,70],
porphyrin 32 [71], and fullerene 33 [72] derivatives were strategically synthesized. 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND MOLECULAR ORGANIZATION

Properties of PAHs are influenced by their molecular structure, size, and shape of the aromatic core.
Depending on whether the rings are linearly fused (cata – fused) or angularly fused (peri – fused) leads
to a wide variety of PAH with different shapes and size which in turn have pronounced effects on their
physical as well as chemical properties. For example, molecules that are fused linearly have poor sta-
bility compared to their angularly fused homologues and tend to decompose via endoperoxide forma-
tion or dimerization [1,2]. This difference in their chemical reactivity and stability can be explained in
terms of Clar’s aromatic sextet (benzenoid character) rule which states that the larger the number of iso-
lated aromatic sextets that can be drawn for a given structure the greater is the aromatic stabilization
[73]. Another important effect of ring fusion in PAHs is on their crystal packing arrangements. Based
on the relative orientation of the molecular planes in crystals, four different packing motifs are com-
monly encountered for PAH [74–76]. They are: (a) herringbone packing, where molecules have an
edge-to-face interaction (e.g., anthracene); (b) sandwich herringbone packing, where a pair of π-stacked
molecules have a herringbone interaction with another pair (e.g., pyrene); (c) γ motif, which is a flat-
tened out herringbone (e.g., coronene); and (d) β motif, which is a layered structure made of graphitic
planes (e.g., tribenzopyrene). The different packing arrangements arise as a result of the difference in
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Fig. 3 FHBC core structure with pedant arylamines, thiophenes, porphyrins, and fullerenes.



carbon to hydrogen atom ratios between the different structures, which in turn dictate whether C–H����π
interactions or π–π interactions dominate in the solid state. Molecules with low C/H ratios are domi-
nated by C–H����π interactions resulting in edge-to-face interactions, while high C/H ratios result in
increased π–π interactions between the molecules as is the case with disc-shaped molecules like
coronene. PAHs exhibiting either herringbone or π–π stacking interactions are expected to have high
charge carrier mobilities and have been widely studied in the field of organic electronics [1,5]. 

The UV–vis spectrum of unsubstituted HBC in trichlorobenzene has been reported by Clar [77].
Similar to other PAHs, HBC exhibits three characteristic electronic absorption bands, namely, α, p, and
β band based on the nomenclature introduced by Clar [78,79]. The α-band, which has the longest wave-
length of the three characteristic bands, appears around 440 nm with low intensity and is attributed to
the electronic transition from the second highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO-1) to the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), also known as the 0–0 transition [80]. The p-band appears
around 387 nm with moderate intensity and corresponds to a transition from HOMO to LUMO [80].
The β-band appears around a shorter wavelength of 360 nm with high intensity owing to the electronic
transition from the HOMO to the second lowest unoccupied orbital (LUMO+1) [80]. Addition of both
electron-donating and -withdrawing groups to the HBC core resulted in no significant change in the
absorption profile. However, the addition of thiophene dendrimers to the HBC core via fluorene units
leads to a modest bathochromic shift with a broader absorption [69]. While the symmetry of the sub-
stituted HBC core had very little effect on the absorption profile, the photoluminescence spectra of mol-
ecules with lower symmetry exhibited stronger 0–0 transition, which was weaker in HBC molecules
with higher symmetry [81]. 

The single-crystal X-ray structure of unsubstituted HBC showed strong π–π interactions and
packing in γ motif due to the high C/H ratio in the molecules (Fig. 4) [82,83]. The interplanar distance
between the aromatic cores is 3.42 Å, which is slightly larger than that of graphite (3.35 Å). Owing to
the close packing in the solid state, the molecules are tilted at an angle of 48º with respect to the basal
plane (010). This tilt results in a center-to-center offset of 3.8 Å between the molecules within the
π-stack. Another important aspect of HBC is that they are near planar, which is due to the decreased
tendency of the bay regions to deviate from planarity, which can be attributed to long C–C bond dis-
tances observed at the central benzene ring. The fact that these molecules have large aromatic core
enabling them to pack in a columnar stack with smaller interplanar distance makes them ideal candi-
dates for charge transport layer in electronic devices. 

While HBC exhibits better π-stacking in the solid state, it suffers from poor solubility, which is a
key requirement in order to utilize low-cost solution-processing techniques. However, the progress in
synthetic methodology has allowed the synthesis of novel HBC functionalized with solubilizing groups
to address this issue. The nature and position of these groups can significantly influence their proper-
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Fig. 4 Crystal structure of HBC 1 (adapted with permission from ref. [83], copyright © 1995 American Chemical
Society). 



ties. For example, single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies of permethoxylated HBC have shown
that these molecules have nonplanar double-concave structure owing to steric interaction between the
methoxy groups in the bay region [84].

Addition of longer solubilizing groups on the peri position of the outer phenyl rings maintained
the planar structure and resulted in the segregation of the flexible side chains from the rigid aromatic
core to give an insulated columnar arrangement [85,86]. A drawback of such an arrangement is that any
defects within the stack can significantly affect their charge carrier mobility along the π-stacking direc-
tion (vide infra). The thermotropic behavior of substituted HBCs have been well studied using tech-
niques such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [81,87,88], solid-state NMR spectroscopy
[89–91], polarized optical microscopy (POM) [81,87], and 2D wide-angle X-ray scattering (2D WAXS)
[85]. While DSC is useful in determining the different phase transition present for a given molecule, 2D
WAXS can provide more information on the packing arrangement at each phase. 2D WAXS studies
have shown that the substituted HBC exhibits characteristic phase transition from the tilted columnar
arrangement in the crystalline phase to the well-ordered liquid-crystalline phase where the molecular
planes are stacked perpendicular to the columnar axis [92,93]. This behavior has allowed these mole-
cules to self-heal by annealing at temperatures close to the phase transition temperature to give well-
ordered structures. The chain length and degree of branching on the alkyl substituents have significant
effects on melt or isotropization temperature. For example, HBC derivative with longer dodecyl chains
has slightly lower isotropization temperature at 417 °C than the octyl-substituted derivative at 430 °C
[87]. Further reduction in melt temperature has been achieved by using branched chain substituents
[33,87,94]. This difference in melt behavior arises from the difference in the π–π interaction between
the aromatic cores for different substituents.

In addition to their effect on solubility and melt temperature, substituents on the HBC core can
also affect their aggregation in solution, thereby influencing their self-assembly and morphology of the
resulting film [95]. Aggregation in solution has been studied using techniques such as 1H NMR,
UV–vis, and photoluminescence spectroscopy [95]. When bulky t-butyl substituent was used as the sol-
ubilizing group, no aggregation was observed owing to steric interactions. The longer linear dodecyl-
substituted derivative exhibited self-aggregation in solution and existed as a monomer at concentration
lower than 10–6 M in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 determined using 1H NMR study. Branched alkyl
substituents had a significant effect on aggregation from solution with longer dovetail chain substituents
exhibiting poor aggregation than the shorter branch owing to the steric interaction with the aromatic
core. FHBC derivatives aggregated strongly in solution [68–72]. It is clear from concentration-depend-
ent 1H NMR studies that 2,11-FHBC derivatives π–π stack strongly on the HBC core [68]. However,
the HBC discs are thought to be arranged in a staggered manner within the columnar stacks owing to
the steric bulk of the fluorene units. Addition of other substituents on these FHBC derivatives has led
to helical packing arrangement as well as a switch from columnar to lamellar packing in solid state
[69,70]. The influence of substituents on molecular self-assembly has important consequences for
devices containing these functional materials (vide infra).

Asymmetrical HBCs with carboxylic acid group at the alkyl chain termini were synthesized to
take advantage of hydrogen-bonding interaction in the solid state to stabilize the columnar arrangement
[88]. Monocarboxylic acid functionalized HBC self-assembled into dimers owing to hydrogen-bonding
interactions with carboxylic acid groups of neighboring HBC molecules, resulting in a closely packed
hexagonal arrangement without any tilting between the columns. Increasing the length of the alkyl
tether connecting the carboxylic acid group to the HBC core disrupted the hydrogen-bonding inter -
action, resulting in a tilted columnar arrangement indicating the steric requirements imposed by the
longer tether. Addition of another carboxylic acid group para to monocarboxylic acid further enhanced
the supramolecular stability by hydrogen-bonded polymer formation, resulting in an oblique arrange-
ment with no tilting between the columnar stacks. 

The family of Gemini-shaped amphiphilic HBC derivatives exhibited distinct self-assembly
behavior compared to other HBC systems (Fig. 5) [34,50,60–67,96–101]. Owing to the vast difference
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in the side-chain properties, these molecules formed bilayers in solution in which the alkyl chains of the
two HBC layers were interdigitated, forming a closely packed structure leaving the hydrophilic side
chains exposed on the outside. This 2D pseudo-graphite tape containing π-stacked amphiphilic HBC
molecules eventually self-assembled to form nanotubes that were characterized by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). HBC core in this tubular arrangement π-stacked along the long axis of the tube with
an interplanar distance of 3.6 Å. The tubular arrangement was thermally stable, however, heating it to
higher temperature led to disruption of the tubular arrangement.

A systematic study showed that the lipophilic side chains along with phenyl substituents were
absolutely essential for the nanotube formation [97]. While the hydrophilic tetraethylene glycol (TEG)
chains on the phenyl substituents were not necessary for the tubular arrangement, they do promote the
slow self-assembly in solution by improving solubility. 2D WAXS studies showed that the π-stacked
HBC units were tilted by 45º relative to the long axis of the column with an interplanar spacing of
3.47 Å (Fig. 3). The 45º tilt causes a center-to-center offset of 4.8 Å between the HBC core, resulting
in the formation of a coiled structure in order to prevent steric congestion between the phenyl rings.
Depending on the chiral nature of the substituents on the phenyl ring, they can tilt either clockwise or
anti-clockwise relative to the HBC core, which in turn determines the helical chirality of the resulting
nanotube [96,99,100]. 

Depending on the way HBC columnar aggregates in solution assemble on substrates, two differ-
ent arrangements are possible (Fig. 6). “Edge-on”, or homogeneous alignment, refers to the π-stacking
direction parallel to the substrate and “face-on”, or homeotropic arrangement, refers to the columnar
π-stacking direction perpendicular to the substrate (Fig. 2). In most cases, the edge-on arrangement is
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of packing arrangements in nanotubes (reprinted with permission from ref. [97],
copyright © 2008 American Chemical Society). 

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of possible orientation on substrates (a) edge-on orientation (b) face-on orientation
(reprinted with permission from ref. [94], copyright © 2005 John Wiley).



preferred for HBC derivatives. However, substituents on the HBC core can play a role in the molecular
ordering on substrates. HBC with tetramethylhexadecyl (HBC-C4,16) substituents were shown to
exhibit homeotropic ordering in films deposited between two indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates [87].
Photoconductivity measurements on films deposited between ITO substrates exhibited high short-cir-
cuit current at regions where the molecules stacked with a face-on arrangement compared to regions
where the molecules stacked with an edge-on arrangement as evidenced by POM. HBC molecules with
branched alkoxy substituents also exhibited face-on arrangement in films sandwiched between two sub-
strates [94]. 

Molecular arrangement, especially longer-range order, can be controlled using a variety of pro-
cessing techniques. Molecular ordering of amphiphilic HBC molecules on different substrates have
been achieved using Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique. Films of amphiphilic HBC with branched
hydrophilic chains exhibited face-on arrangement when deposited on solid substrates using LB tech-
nique [33]. The unique orientation is not only due to the hydrophilic nature of the oligoether sub-
stituents (HBC), which allows it to be submerged in the water phase, but also to the branched sub-
stituents, which prevent edge-on orientation. LB films made from unsymmetrical HBC containing
carboxylic acid terminated alkyl chain (HBC) also formed well-ordered films with an edge-on orienta-
tion [102]. Two different crystalline phases were observed on the substrate depending on the pressure
applied during the film deposition. In the high-pressure phase, the alkyl chains were closely packed
resulting in increased interplanar spacing between the HBC core, while in the low-pressure phase the
alkyl chains are disordered, however, the HBC core is tightly packed together resulting in lower
HOMO–LUMO gaps compared to the high-pressure phase.

Solid-state samples prepared by extrusion of neat materials showed some interesting behavior of
HBC derivatives under macroscopic alignment. Typically, for symmetric disc-shaped HBC derivatives,
the self-assembled HBC columnar structures tend to align in the direction of the extrusion (Fig. 7) [85].
There is a recent report on the nanostructuring of HBC films by an imprinting technique using anodized
aluminum oxide [103]. Exact pattern transfer of nanoscale columns was achieved using a HBC deriva-
tive with cross-linkable acrylate groups. HBC derivatives have also been directionally aligned on sur-
faces using techniques such as zone casting, magnetic alignment, and deposition on structured surfaces.
These studies will be discussed in more detail in the next section, and macroscopic alignment of mole-
cules can have major effects on device performance of bulk materials.
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Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the experimental set-up (left) and a characteristic 2D WAXS pattern of HBC
derivative 28 (right) showing intra- and intercolumnar organization.



HBCs AS FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS

Having discussed the synthesis and self-assembly of HBC derivatives, the third section of this article
will focus on HBCs as functional materials. HBC and most of its derivatives exhibit strong π–π stack-
ing leading to self-assembled structures with long-range order. This is the primary feature that is the
basis of functional materials constructed from the HBC core molecule.

A number of functional materials have been reported by taking advantage of the long-range struc-
tural order of HBC derivatives. Lithium-ion battery materials development is one area that has received
some interest [104,105]. It has been reported that HBC films can store high levels of lithium and
sodium, with up to one alkali metal atom to four carbon atoms, in photoelectron spectroscopic studies
[104]. More recently, the electrochemical behavior of unsubstituted HBC and its hexafluoro derivative
23 in nonaqueous lithium cell medium was reported [105]. Discharge capacity as high as 460 and
1230 mAh/g was measured for HBC and 6F-HBC, respectively, indicating potential use of these mate-
rials as the negative electrode in lithium-ion batteries. As mentioned in the synthesis section, HBC
derivatives have also been used as synthetic precursors to form other nanostructured materials
[106,107]. In a recent report, the HBC-C12 derivative was used to create nanostructured hollow spheres
[108]. High reversible capacity (ca. 600 mAh/g) and excellent high-rate capability (about 200 mAh/g
at the rate of 10 °C) were achieved when these hollow carbon spheres were used as anode material for
lithium-ion batteries.

Owing to the incompatibility of typical HBC derivatives with aqueous medium, few functional
HBC materials for biological applications have been reported. In one study, a HBC chromophore 24
capable of two-photon absorption was incorporated into phospholipid-polyethyleneglycol micelles
[59]. With the addition of magnetic nanoparticles in the micelles, magnetically guided two-photon cell
imaging was achieved. Water-solubilized HBC derivatives with carboxylate groups have been reported
[56]. These negatively charged HBC nanofiber assemblies associated strongly with positively charged
peptides and could pave the way for biological sensing applications. HBC derivatives have been used
in OFET sensor devices for volatile organic compounds [109,110]. In these sensors, carbon nanotubes
are the electroactive material in the device with the HBC derivative used as a surface coating to modu-
late sensitivity and selectivity. 

Perhaps the most obvious function of HBCs is as semiconducting materials [111]. The π–π
stacked columnar structure of HBC means that its intrinsic charge mobility can be very high, up to
1.1 cm2/Vs [112]. This has led to a range of applications in organic electronics such as OFETs and
organic photovoltaics (OPVs). The most interesting and recent HBC-based organic electronic devices
will be highlighted in the following section. 

The charged transport of HBC materials has been the topic of investigation in many papers. While
the local intracolumnar charge transport for HBC has been examined using pulse-radiolysis time-
resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC) measurements [112–115], bulk charge transport is of
greater interest to organic electronic applications. Perhaps the most convenient device for obtaining
charge mobility of bulk materials is OFETs. Depending on substituents on the HBC core and OFET fab-
rication methods, charge mobility can range from 10–6 to 10–2 cm2/Vs [116–122]. Films of unsubsti-
tuted HBC have been obtained by vacuum deposition and hole mobility of 3.3 × 10–2 cm2/Vs has been
measured [122]. XRD measurements of these films indicate a herringbone packing of the HBC mole-
cules with the plane of the HBC “edge-on” to the substrate surface. Molecular alignment is a key param-
eter in determining OFET mobility. For HBC films containing 1D columnar structures, anisotropy in
charge mobility can be high. This phenomenon has been observed for a range of solution-processable
alkyl-substituted HBC derivatives. Aligned films of alkyl-substituted HBCs have been fabricated by
deposition on oriented substrates [116], by magnetic alignment [118], and by solution-processing tech-
niques such as zone casting [121]. Both films aligned on friction-oriented poly(tetrafluoroethylene) and
by magnetic forces gave hole mobility in the 10–3 cm2/Vs range if the direction of the HBC columns is
aligned from the source to the drain electrodes of the OFET device [116,118]. For devices where the
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HBC columns were aligned in the same direction as the OFET channel, the mobility drops to below
10–5 cm2/Vs. The highest solution-processed OFET mobility report is 10–2 cm2/Vs for zone-casted
HBC films [121]. From XRD and TEM measurements, HBC columns are lying parallel to the substrate
with long-range order in one direction (Fig. 8). With defects in the aligned film, mobility of
10–2 cm2/Vs is still two orders of magnitude lower than the intrinsic intracolumn mobility. Isotropic
films of alkyl-substituted HBCs, deposited by spin coating, showed mobilities below 10–5 cm2/Vs.
Interestingly, a 9,9-dioctylfluorene-substituted HBC derivative gave OFET mobility in the 10–3 cm2/Vs
range [68]. This solution-processable HBC was deposited by spin coating, and alignment techniques
were not applied. In fact, it is clear from thin film XRD experiments that HBC columnar structures were
present in the films with no long-range directional order. The most likely reason for the OFET per-
formance difference between alkyl- and fluorene-substituted HBC films is the positioning of the solu-
bilizing alkyl chains on these materials. Essentially, assembled columns of alkyl-substituted HBCs are
analogous to insulated wires. Although it has been shown that electron tunnelling through the lipophilic
alkyl layer is possible [123], this still represents a significant barrier for intercolumn charge mobility.
Charge mobility in fluorene-substituted HBCs is not affected by solubilizing alkyl chains. It is possible
that charges are able to hop easily between columns via the fluorene group. The fact that unsubstituted
HBC films with no special alignment also showed OFET mobility in the 10–2 cm2/Vs range supports
this hypothesis [122]. Perhaps aligned films of fluorene-substituted HBCs or unsubstituted HBC will
give charge mobility closer to the intrinsic intracolumn value obtained by PR-TRMC.

From frontier molecular orbital and charge mobility measurements, it is clear that the unsubsti-
tuted HBC core is a hole transport material. Nevertheless, chemical modification of the core molecule
can lead to electron-transport materials. The hexafluoro-HBC 23 is an electron-transport material
(Fig. 2) [58]. In evaporated OFET devices, electron mobility of 1.6 × 10–2 cm2/Vs has been reported.
Interestingly, the crystal orientation of the evaporated films showed face-to-face packing of the HBC
molecules with the planes of the HBC perpendicular to the substrate surface. This molecular arrange-
ment is ideal for OFET devices, and performance could be further improved if the HBC columnar stacks
and crystallites can be directionally aligned. The charge mobility of another fluorinated HBC 12, where
R = alkoxy and R1 = F, has been measured by PR-TRMC, giving a value of 2.8 × 10–2 cm2/Vs (Fig. 1)
[124]. Although frontier orbital measurements suggest higher electron affinity for this material com-
pared to the nonfluorinated derivative, hole and electron mobilities cannot be distinguished in
PR-TRMC measurements.
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Fig. 8 Aligned HBC films fabricated using zone casting technique for OFET application (adapted with permission
from ref. [121], copyright © 2005 John Wiley).



Ambipolar behavior has also been observed in HBC derivatives. HBC compounds appended with
the electron-accepting perylene monoimide have been reported (Fig. 2, 18) [53,125]. High structural
order was observed ranging from molecular monolayers on surfaces to macroscopic fibers through elec-
tron microscopy and X-ray experiments. Nanocrystalline films gave OFET mobility of 7 × 10–5 and
1 × 10–4 cm2/Vs for electrons and holes, respectively [53]. HBC-fullerene hybrid materials have also
been reported in the literature [63,72]. Ambipolar OFET behavior was observed for these systems with
electron and hole mobilities ranging from 10–5 to 10–7 cm2/Vs. The primary interest in these
HBC-fullerene materials is in photocurrent generation, which will be discussed in more detail in the fol-
lowing OPV section. It should be mentioned here that other techniques, apart from OFET and
PR-TRMC, can be used to measured charge mobility in HBC materials. These include space-charge
limited-current (SCLC) technique [126] and photogenerated charge measurements such as time-of-
flight (TOF) [127,128] and charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) [129]. 

HBC derivatives have been materials of interest for OPV applications. Early reports showed com-
binations of electron-donating alkyl-substituted HBCs with electron-accepting perylene diimides
(PDIs) [130,131]. The initial report on the HBC-PDI blend system showed a degree of phase separation
between the HBC and PDI components in solution-deposited films with PDI crystallites extending from
the top surface of the films [131]. A maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 34 % was
recorded at 490 nm, and the power conversion efficiency (PCE) was 1.95 % measured at the same wave-
length with very low intensity light (0.47 mW/cm2). Owing to the low illumination intensity used, it
should be noted here that the efficiency numbers quoted in this early work cannot be compared directly
with more recent state-of-the-art results measured using high-intensity (100 mW/cm2) solar-simulated
light source. Although the device performance is orders of magnitude lower than the current state-of-
the-art bulk heterojunction (BHJ) devices, this is the first demonstration of photovoltaic effect in dis-
cotic electron donor and acceptor blend materials. Subsequent studies using different alkyl HBC and
PDI derivatives gave only modest improvements in performance [132] 

A substantial improvement in OPV performance was obtained for HBC materials substituted with
solubilizing fluorene units (Fig. 9) [68]. In combination with the electron-accepting fullerene derivative
(PC61BM), BHJ photovoltaic cells were fabricated and gave high open-circuit voltage of 0.9 V and PCE
of 1.5 % under simulated AM 1.5 G illumination conditions (Fig. 9d). This is remarkable given that fact
that the HBC/PC61BM blend film only captures a fraction of the solar spectrum with their limited
absorption range [68]. Even more intriguing is the high fill factor of up to 65 % for these BHJ devices.
Fill factor characteristic of a BHJ device is typically an indication of blend morphology and charge
transport efficiency. In atomic force microscopy and X-ray experiments, it was clear that the electron
donor and acceptor phases separated into ideal nanoscale domains with retention of HBC columnar
structures in the electron donor phase (Figs. 9b,c). This meant there was a high interfacial area for
charge separation and charge transport was efficient within the donor and acceptor phases. As discussed
in the previous section on OFETs, these fluorine-substituted HBCs showed good hole mobility without
applying special molecular alignment techniques. Interestingly, the OFET mobility of FHBC/PC61BM
blends gave balanced hole and electron mobility in the 10–4 cm2/Vs range [68]. This corresponds well
with the OPV device characteristics.

With such encouraging devices, efforts were made to improve the spectral absorption of these
 fluorine-substituted HBC materials. Chromophores with a range of photophysical properties were
attached to the FHBC core material including triarylamine oligomers, oligothiophenes, porphyrins, and
organic dyes [27,69–71]. In the best oligothiophene-HBC system, PCE as high as 3 % was obtained in
combination with the PC71BM acceptor [69,70]. A clear correlation between molecular structure and
device performance emerged from these studies. While the addition of chromophores improved spec-
tral absorption of these materials, the size and shape of the substituents had a major influence on
donor–acceptor blend morphology. In the case of the dendritic oligothiophene derivatives, large den-
dron size changed the solid-state molecular aggregation of the material leading to a drop in charge trans-
port efficiency [70]. FHBC-fullerene derivatives were also tested as a single-component material in
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OPV devices [72]. With electron donor and acceptor on the same molecule, no blending was required.
Remarkably, there was evidence of self-assembled HBC columnar structures despite covalent attach-
ment of the bulky fullerene moiety to the HBC core. A maximum PCE of 0.25 % was recorded for the
single-component OPV devices. One problem with these FHBC-fullerene compounds is the short dis-
tance between the donor and acceptor units. One of the major loss mechanisms in device efficiency is
thought to be charge recombination [72].

Carbon nanotube structures based on amphiphilic HBC derivatives have also been applied to
organic electronic devices [50,62,63,98]. The unique nanotubular arrangement of amphiphilic HBCs
along with their ability to form radical cations on oxidation opens up their application in optoelectronic
devices. Nanotubes formed from TNF-appended amphiphilic HBC exhibited photochemical generation
of charge carriers measured using micrometer gap electrodes on a silicon substrate [62,98]. In line with
other HBC derivatives, amphipilic HBCs also showed hole-transporting properties in OFETs. HBC
nanotube assemblies with fullerenes appended to the periphery of the nanotubes have been reported
[63]. The bulky fullerene substituents did not hinder the self-assembly process and indeed enhanced the
nanotube formation by fullerene aggregation. The nanotubes exhibited ambipolar behavior with elec-
tron and hole mobility of 1.1 × 10–5 and 9.7 × 10–7 cm2/Vs. In order to measure the intrinsic hole mobil-
ity within the tubes, PR-TRMC measurement was performed on nanotubes yielding a hole mobility of
2 cm2/Vs. Since OPV measurements using conventional device architecture gave shorted devices with
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Fig. 9 (a) Illustration of solar cell device structure with a blend of HBC derivative 28 and PC61BM (1:2) as the
active layer. (b) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topographic image of the blend film showing phase separation.
(c) Thin film X-ray scattering of the blend film before and after annealing. (d) Current–voltage curves of the solar
cell device before and after annealing.



pin holes, side electrode configuration using PEDOT:PSS/Au/Ti and TiOx/Ti/Al as electrodes was used.
The maximum EQE obtained at 360 nm was 2 %. Even though these amphiphilic HBC systems can
give well-ordered structures in the nm to micron range, the low OPV device performance is an indica-
tion that huge challenges still remain in the control of bulk and interfacial material properties.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

HBC remains a molecule of interest owing to its unique properties, particularly in molecular organiza-
tion and charge transport. The synthetic tools for HBC and its derivatives are very well developed, and
the variety of functional groups that is possible on the HBC molecule is virtually limitless. In addition,
more convenient methods to achieve the HBC core have enabled production of materials in the multi-
gram scale. HBC derivatives have been employed as functional materials in a range of applications from
sensors and batteries to transistors and solar cells. Control of molecular self-assembly is essential in
most applications. While the use of functional groups and various processing techniques have led to
well-ordered and aligned bulk materials as well as intricate carbon nanotube assemblies, much research
is still required to tailor bulk material properties to specific applications through design of molecules
and control of their organization.
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